
Name ________________________________            Date _____________________ 

1. How many more Fijian villages will be moved due to climate change? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. How high have sea levels risen so far? ______________________________ 

3. How much are sea levels expected to rise by the end of the century, 

according to the United Nations climate information? ________________ 

4. How far has the salt water encroached on land from Natewa Bay 

where Vunidogoloa once was? ________________________________________ 

5. How often does Fiji’s Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama think about 

climate change? ______________________________________________________ 

6. What island nations are facing food supply issues? ____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Could these nations be wiped off the map entirely? __________________ 

8. Is a single nation alone capable of solving climate change?__________ 

9. Why are countries on higher ground also at peril? ____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

10. What does “one point five to stay alive” mean? ____________________ 

11. What does Fiji’s “Talanoa Dialogue” mean instead of shaming 

12. How did Vice President Claudia Roth feel when 

she visited Fiji? ____________________________________ 

13. What report drew more attention to climate 

change than the Paris Agreement?  

___________________________________________________ 

14. How many degrees will the world warm current 

plans only are implemented? ______________________ 

15. Who is leading the U.N. to help on this issue? 

___________________________________________________ 



Answer Key for TIME online article https://time.com/longform/sinking-islands-climate-change/  

1. How many more Fijian villages will be moved due to climate change? 40  

2. How high have sea levels risen so far? 7.5 inches 

3. How much are sea levels expected to rise by the end of the century, 

according to the United Nations climate information? 3 feet 

4. How far has the salt water encroached on land from Natewa Bay where 

Vunidogoloa once was? 300 feet 

5. How often does Fiji’s Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama think about climate 

change? every day 

6. What island nations are facing food supply issues? Fiji, Tuvalu, Kiribati, and the 

Marshal Islands 

7. Could these nations be wiped off the map entirely? yes 

8. Is a single nation alone capable of solving climate change? no 

9. Why are countries on higher ground also at peril? storms can be so 

devastating as to cost the same as the annual GDP  

10. What does “one point five to stay alive” mean?  

keep the temp 1.5  degree Celsius or less 

11. What does Fiji’s “Talanoa Dialogue” mean instead of shaming countries that 

fail to live up to climate change promises? listen and share, a national tradition 

12. How did Vice President Claudia Roth feel when she 

visited Fiji? she was speechless, said it was a crime to 

ignore the situation, and made plans to help 

13. What report drew more attention to climate change 

than the Paris Agreement? IPCC (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change 

14. How many degrees will the world warm current plans 

only are implemented? 3 degrees Celsius 

15. Who is leading the U.N. to help on this issue? The U.N. 

Secretary General Guterres  

https://time.com/longform/sinking-islands-climate-change/
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